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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Despite the FDA’s claim that it is committed to transparency, especially for COVID-19 emergency

use authorizations (EUAs),  the agency Srst requested 55 years to release the data supporting the

approval of Comirnaty after a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request was Sled,  and then

asked for an extra 20 years to fully comply.

PSzer has been in the news for over a year as a leading contender in the development of the

genetic therapy injection for COVID-19. Their unwillingness to release data to support the FDA's

approval of their product should come as no surprise since the company has a long history of

criminal activity.

During the Civil War, PSzer ^ourished and expanded under the war’s demand for pain killers and

antiseptics.  Unfortunately, in the century and a half since, PSzer has been a habitual offender in

shady dealings, having been sued in multiple venues over unethical drug testing, illegal marketing

practices,  bribery in multiple countries,  environmental violations — including illegal dumping of

PCBs and other toxic waste  — labor and worker safety violations and more.

Now, in PSzer’s latest debacle with the COVID-19 jabs, the FDA is complicit in the shroud of

secrecy around the drug company’s genetic therapy clinical trials. The extraordinary length of

time requested for the data release is tantamount to hiding.

Nonpro2t Group of Medical Professionals Files Lawsuit

December 11, 2020, the FDA  issued an emergency use authorization (EUA) for the Srst COVID-

19 genetic therapy injection produced by PSzer-BioNTech. Days later BMJ editor Peter Doshi,

Ph.D., and pharmacology professor Matthew Herder penned an insightful examination of the FDA

data analysis that led to the approval.

Doshi is an associate professor of pharmaceutical health services research at the University of

Maryland School of Pharmacy and Matthew Herder is the director of the Health Law Institute at

the Schulich School of Law and associate professor of pharmacology at Dalhousie University in

Canada.

The article raised signiScant doubts about the speed of the approval process. By August 23,

2021, the FDA  had granted full approval to the PSzer-BioNTech vaccine under the name

Comirnaty. Weeks later, the only publicly available data was limited to press releases and journal

articles, which investigative journalist Maryanne Demasi, Ph.D., notes, is “subject to con^icts of

interest and bias.”

This lack of information triggered a group of over 80 medical researchers, public health ogcers,

scientists and journalists to form an alliance with the sole mission of obtaining and

disseminating “the data relied upon by the FDA to license COVID-19 vaccines.”

The nonproSt group is called the Public Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency

(PMHPT). They moved quickly to Sle a lawsuit September 16, 2021  in the United States District

Court Northern District of Texas in which they allege the FDA denied the organization's request:

“… for expedited processing on the basis that PHMPT did “not demonstrate a compelling

need that involves an imminent threat to the life or physical safety of an individual” or

“that there exists an urgency to inform the public concerning actual or alleged Federal

Government activity.” PHMPT brings this action to challenge the FDA’s determination and

seeks an order compelling the FDA to produce responsive records on an expedited basis.”

Dr. Aaron Kheriaty, director of the medical ethics program at the University of California Irvine,  is

one of the founding members of PHMPT. He commented on the concerns that led to this lawsuit,

saying:

“A group of us were concerned about the trial design, the shortened duration of the

clinical trial, and the patchwork system that was in place for the post-marketing

surveillance of adverse events. The placebo group was basically eliminated because the

vaccine was offered to everyone who had the placebo, so they failed to maintain a control

group.”

FDA Wants 75 Years to Release P2zer’s Data

The PSzer COVID jab has come under scrutiny since its EUA approval, including claims the

company falsiSed data and underreported adverse events. After receiving the FOIA, lawyers for

the FDA proposed to release the PSzer documentation over many decades, ultimately asking a

federal judge to give them 75 years to completely process the request.

They argued the agency didn't have the staff to process the 451,000 pages included in the

documentation. Aaron Siri is the attorney representing PHMPT. He expressed disbelief that an

organization with $6.5 billion in funding could not produce the documentation expediently. He

noted:

“It is dystopian for the government to give PIzer billions, mandate Americans to take its

product, prohibit Americans from suing for harm, but yet refuse to let Americans see the

data underlying its licensure.

The FDA has not disputed that it should produce these documents. Rather, it proposes

doing so at a rate so slow that the documents will not be fully produced until almost all of

the scientists, attorneys, and most of the Americans that received PIzer’s product, will

have died of old age.”

Demasi writes  that the FDA claims they have only 10 employees currently processing FOIA

requests, and the sheer volume of work could not be completed quickly. However, Siri explains

that there have been many other instances when the FDA has expedited processing these

requests by transferring staff or hiring more.

In fact, it is their statutory obligation to publish this documentation within 30 days of drug

approval.  In their brief to the court,  the DOJ, acting as attorneys for the FDA, conceded that the

FDA has produced quick turnarounds for FOIA requests in the past with hundreds of thousands of

pages each.

Granted, some key PSzer documents have been released by the FDA, but as Kheriaty explains,

until all the data are released, analyzing it piecemeal may lead to inaccurate conclusions.

However, he did clarify that while the number of deaths reported in the PSzer documentation is in

the early stages, it did strike him as being ‘high’. Kheriaty notes:

“Basically, we just have raw numbers. If you look at that document, they redacted

information about how many PIzer doses had been shipped out. So, if we don't know

how many total doses were given, we cannot establish what percentage of people who

got the vaccine may have had those adverse events.”

Many people have openly criticized the FDA's request to delay the release of data,  including U.S.

Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas, former PSzer scientist Jacob Glanville, Dr. Teck Khong of the Alliance for

Democracy and Freedom and U.S. urologist Dr. David Samadi.

Another problem is that, as Kyle Becker points out on Twitter, under FDA rules,  when a product

is fully authorized, "it would be illegal for Moderna and J&J shots to be offered under EUA."

So, now that this has been made public, how long will it take the FDA to "update" their rules to

re^ect the current situation — that the EUAs for the other jabs should be dropped, since PSzer’s

shot has been "approved"?

Experts Ask: Was FDA P2zer Shot Review Understaffed?

Doshi and Herder called the EUA of the PSzer-BioNTech vaccine “arguably the most important

decision the Food and Drug Administration has made this year.”  However, referencing the

Unapproved Product Review Memorandum from the FDA,  the pair note the agency assigned one

clinical and one statistical reviewer while assigning three for chemistry, manufacturing and

controls (CMC) and two for pharmacovigilance.

Unlike in other countries, the U.S. is the only place where regulatory agencies review patient-level

data from clinical trials. This commonly takes the FDA 10 months to perform. Yet they Snalized

the review of the Phase III trial data with 44,000 participants in the three weeks from November

28, 2020, to December 11, 2020.

Doshi and Herder questioned why additional reviewers were not used to complete the task, why

the researchers unblinded the trial and how the FDA accounted for the fever and pain-reducing

medications participants in the intervention arm of the study took three to four times more often

than those in the placebo arm.

In a rebuttal, Dr. Peter Marks, director of the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research at the

FDA, sent a letter to the editor responding to the article, saying it was “inaccurate and

mischaracterized the work of FDA career scientiSc staff involved in the review.”  He explained

that agency staff worked around the clock for months, long before the request was submitted.

He stated the writers failed to understand the individuals listed on the memorandum were leads

for the disciplines and not the entire team. In turn, Doshi and Herder responded, noting that

Marks did not address their concern that the review of the Phase III trial results work was

completed in just three weeks, which is “lightning speed compared to FDA’s normal monthslong

process.”

Marks also did not provide examples of how the patient-level data were critically analyzed and,

importantly, did not address the impact of unblinding participants during the trial, given the

number of side effects from the vaccine.

Doshi and Herder made an important point when they wrote:  "If the goal was speed at all costs,

we should just get rid of regulators." The FDA analysis of the PSzer data appears to have been so

superScial as to have been nearly no evaluation at all.

P2zer Clinical Trial Auditor Reveals Data Integrity Issues

Doshi’s and Herder’s concerns are supported by reports from Brook Jackson, a former regional

director of Ventavia Research Group, a research organization charged with testing PSzer’s COVID

jab at several sites in Texas.  Paul Thacker, investigative journalist for The British Medical

Journal, wrote that Jackson repeatedly "informed her superiors of poor laboratory management,

patient safety concerns and data integrity issues."

When her concerns were ignored, she called the FDA and Sled a complaint via email. As Thacker

wrote, Jackson, a trained clinical auditor with more than 15 years' experience in clinical research

and coordination, was Sred later the same day after just two weeks on the job. According to her

separation letter, management decided she was “not a good St” for the company.

Jackson provided The BMJ with “dozens of internal company documents, photos, audio

recordings and emails” proving her concerns were valid.  Consultant cardiologist Dr. Aseem

Mulhotra expressed his disbelief and concern that the story has not made international news. He

noted:

"That PIzer trial, that pivotal trial… because of that data, millions and millions of people

have taken the vaccine. The problem is, as we have been doing for a long time … clinical

decisions are being made on incomplete, biased and, in many cases, potentially

corrupted data … The reason why it hasn't been tackled is there have not been any

effective sanctions that have been put on the pharmaceutical industry."

Package Inserts Blank, Reportedly to Keep Information Updated

As is demonstrated in this short video, the Moderna COVID-19 genetic therapy injection does not

contain the standard package insert. Instead, the page is blank, referencing the reader to Snd the

information they're looking for on a website.  The same is happening with the Johnson &

Johnson vaccine insert.

Fact-checkers claim the package insert is not complete and intentionally left blank because the

authorized insert is available online. However, as you can see from the package insert the

pharmacist shows in the video, the inserts are not small notiScations to the pharmacists and

doctors that the information is online, but instead appear to be a complete package insert folded

and sealed — but blank.

Additionally, when you go to the Johnson & Johnson vaccine package insert website, you Snd the

site is not functional in Chrome. When tested in Firefox, Safari and Microsoft Edge, the links are

functional. Yet, Chrome had 64.06% of the market in 2021.  The Apple-based browser Safari

garnered 19.22% and only 4.19% of users have Microsoft Edge; just 3.91% used Firefox — which

means a huge portion of people won’t see the insert information if they’re using Chrome.

Once accessed, the package inserts for Moderna,  Johnson & Johnson  and PSzer  are all

available to download. This means the information cannot be recorded and referenced.

By maintaining the insert online and only available as a download, the companies place another

barrier between the user and the data. They can also alter the information with impunity without

the public’s ability to easily compare previously published information as you might on

Archive.is  or Archive.org.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Snally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere

else. After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view

any missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion

of proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the Sght to protect our freedom

of speech and your right to take control of your health.



Access Dr. Mercola's Censored Library
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They are hiding the data to hide their guilt and their negligence, to protect their jobs, their retirement plans, their reputation, and their

organization.

A data analysis of VAERS data which anyone can download and verify with a trivial query in Microsoft Access clearly shows that some

vaccine batches have over 1000 reports of injuries and deaths. Most batches, on the other hand, show statistically normal data - a few

injury reports. There is, in alternative media, lots of speculation about WHY. This is a secondary question to be investigated.

However, the primary question is closed. The data clearly validates claims that "the vaccine is dangerous". It is not possible for a faulty

system with random unreliable reporting, to consistently identify speciSc batches as hundreds or thousands of times more dangerous

than others. The simple query also shows that this type of concentration of injuries by batch does not occur for any other vaccine in the

entire history of VAERS data.

The COVID vaccines are dangerous, even deadly. With this evidence, there is no room for denial. We have moved past the denial. NOT

SAFE.

In addition, now that we know there are signiScant variations by batch, we can see the other ^aw in the "Safe and effective" claim.

Because each batch can clearly be different from others, effectiveness can only be tested on a batch by batch basis. It is not scientiSc

to make a general effectiveness claim for a wide variety of vaccine batches - based on clinical studies of a single batch.

To your health, tracy
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https://www.howbad.info/
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Yes, poiesis, there are now several sites showing how dangerous the vaccines are on a batch by batch basis. There are, at the

same time, no measures of "how effective,".
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Doshi and Herder made an important point when they wrote: "If the goal was speed at all costs, we should just get rid of regulators." The

FDA analysis of the PSzer data appears to have been so superScial as to have been nearly no evaluation at all. Yet Legacy Media &

those hypnotized by fear porn; But the studies, what about the studies??? It's all so safe because they said so, they say trust us.
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Right JustSteve...just follow the science or listen to Fauci because he IS science. WTF!
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Because he, Fraudci is 'Mr. Science, there is no need to get rid of the regulators, Falsey already has, Decades ago!
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Why Is the FDA Hiding the P2zer Vaccine Data?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Weeks after the FDA gave full approval to the PSzer-BioNTech vaccine under the

name Comirnaty, the only documentation publicly available was found in press

releases and journal articles

*

A nonproSt group Sled a Freedom of Information Act request for the data used to

license Comirnaty and subsequently had to Sle a lawsuit to release the documents

the FDA has a statutory obligation to publish within 30 days of approving a drug

*

Peter Doshi and Matthew Herder note the review team was likely understaffed and

was rushed to Snalize the review in three weeks, a process that normally takes 10 months. The review did not address concerns that the

trial was unblinded or the high number of side effects from the vaccine

*

The package inserts for medical professionals in the Moderna and J&J vaccines are intentionally left blank, sending people to a website

where they can download the information

*
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I downloaded Moderna's insert (fact sheet) and it's quite revealing. Here is just a couple of snipets: Shouldn't this info fall into the

category of Informed Consent? I can assure you that the shot recipients are not being informed of these dangers! "Do not administer

the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine to individuals with a known history of severe allergic reaction (e.g., anaphylaxis) to any component of

the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine [see Description (13)]."

"Postmarketing data demonstrate increased risks of myocarditis and pericarditis, particularly within 7 days following the second dose.

The observed risk is higher among males under 40 years of age than among females and older males. The observed risk is highest in

males 18 through 24 years of age. Although some cases required intensive care support, available data from short-term follow-up

suggest that most individuals have had resolution of symptoms with conservative management. Information is not yet available about

potential long-term sequelae."
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PSzer's fact sheet isn't much different from Moderna's. First of all...the "health authorities" telling us that the shots from all of the

companies are perfectly "safe" to mix and match. Well... "Use with Other Vaccines There is no information on the

co-administration of the PSzer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine with other vaccines." "Myocarditis and Pericarditis Postmarketing

data demonstrate increased risks of myocarditis and pericarditis, particularly within 7 days following the second dose. The

observed risk is higher among males under 40 years of age than among females and older males.

The observed risk is highest in males 12 through 17 years of age. Although some cases required intensive care support,

available data from short-term follow-up suggest that most individuals have had resolution of symptoms with conservative

management. Information is not yet available about potential long-term sequelae. The CDC has published considerations related

to myocarditis and pericarditis after vaccination, including for vaccination of individuals with a history of myocarditis or

pericarditis www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/clinical-considerations/myocarditis.html  )."

"Contraindications Do not administer PSzer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine to individuals with known history of a severe allergic

reaction (e.g., anaphylaxis) to any component of the PSzer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine (see Full EUA Prescribing Information)."

"The FDA-approved COMIRNATY (COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA) and the EUA-authorized PSzer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine for

individuals 12 years of age and older when prepared according to their respective instructions for use, can be used

interchangeably." "COMIRNATY (COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA) and the PSzer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine intended for individuals

12 years of age and older should not be used for individuals 5 through 11 years of age because of the potential for vaccine

administration errors, including dosing errors." I'll leave it at that.!
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I can't reply to your other comment so I'll leave it here: ‘Things to know | Note: Don’t mix vaccines. If your Srst two doses were

PSzer, your third dose should also be PSzer. If your Srst two doses were Moderna, your third dose should also be Moderna.

 www.medicare.gov/coverage/coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19-vaccine  - I don't recall hearing this from mainstream

propaganda media, any Doctor or anyone. They're treating the human body as a pin cushion for their experiment and proSt.
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So, if someone had a deadly case of scarlet fever as a kid, & it enlarged their heart, for instance, they should not get these vacs?

Or, if they are allergic to propylene glycol, or the other junk?   …but, no one’s informing folks of the full contents, because the

companies are not Listing all contents…evidently, some’s been tested, & found to contain nano-heavy metals, & other things.

 And, their sheets do NOT include severe “sensitivities”, even though those can kill a person just as dead as anaphylaxis, only,

without interfering with breathing…just killing you slower.  Those with Fibromyalgia, Chronic Fatigue, etc, supposedly have better

innate immunity to the viruses, yet, industry has been scamming people telling them, natural immunity-building doesn’t work

anymore. Those who’s bodies are already immune-challenged from chronic infections, shouldn’t get vax, because it’s an added

load that could kill them.
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Over my years, I have received an occasional prescription.  I always have read the package insert before taking a medication.  And on

occasion, I have decided to not take a medication because of the listed side effects.  With this shot, people are just getting the shot and

then looking up the side effects?  That is deSnitely backwards.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know and in the Srst sentence in some of them is may cause death. Big pharma is scary
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mammywitch1
Joined On 11/3/2021 8:26:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So--we are supposed to trust a vaccine rolled out in just a few months but wait for 75 years to get the info on what was in it? Does

anyone see light bulbs ^ashing yet???
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Sanderella59
Joined On 1/20/2016 3:43:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My light bulb went off the minute covid was declared what ever it is. pandemic, scamdemic, plandemic, take your pick.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DeSnitely light bulbs and red ^ags everywhere on this
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

right?
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because the FDA serves the drug companies, due to corporate funding and capture, including a rotating door between drug companies

and the FDA. Obviously the FDA has committed fraud around this "covid-19" and "vaccines", and managers don't want this revealed until

most of the guilty are dead, maybe with rest as scapegoats, so that it can continue its scam existence!
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Chimonger
Joined On 2/6/2008 10:00:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has all the signs of being an exercise in vast population reduction…just slow enough, to keep suckers believing it was something

else that killed them all.   PharmaChem Industry & their tentacles everywhere, has been grooming providers for over 40 years, to

ignore, deny, & misdiagnose most adverse reactions to vaxs, or any other drug, device or treatment.  The V.A. has been

misdiagnosing Agent Orange & PTSD for decades, deliberately, to avoid paying out disability stipends.   Most adverse reactions

never were charted; that makes the industry safety record faker than a $3 bill.
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RichGo
Joined On 1/11/2022 4:49:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That video clip is great and really telling - would be great to share but I can't Snd a way to download or get the link - anyone got any

ideas?
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Share this everywhere you can.    rumble.com/vs0lkj-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-update-on-nuremberg-2.0.html
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below. Copy and share it to everyone. Underground

Students at Stanford University devised 4 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations. 1) D.I.Y Low voltage method.  Use

2 wet sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet sponges. Do it

immediately after injection as soon as possible.  See how to make this with pictures in 5 minutes at:

https://groups.io/g/germkiller   2) Use medium volt method by using a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at

injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes. See video.  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sd1HOw_-SE&t=?v=C1nOR8RWVVA   3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito bite

zapper at injection site immediately for at least 3 minutes Apply immediately to injection site and apply at least 3 dozen clicks.

This last method is loosely based on this method per this website which discusses insect and snake bites and neutralizing

toxins. http://venomshock.wikidot.com/   It is theorized that electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body ^uids and free

radical/ions can combine with the vaccine and reduce it's potential to cause harm. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the

spike proteins in the vaccine.

You can buy the butter^y tens device/massager and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon/Ebay for around $5. Use out of sight of

the MEDICAL MAFIA so you can get your vaccine passport. USE ANY OR ALL AT YOUR OWN RISK. THIS POST IS FOR

INFORMATION ONLY. USE YOUR BRAIN. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? NO MEDICAL ADVICE OFFERED. Also high dose vitamin D in the

range of 50000 i.u. daily plus co-factors starting from 3 weeks before the jab and continuing for at least 3 weeks after will nullify

the harmful side effects of the forced vaccines. This is from https://vitamindwiki.com/   You may study below to minimize harm

from vaccines.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Esecallum; your link for the "TENS" doesn't work. YouTube is not the best place to link to, if one is looking for the truth. I just

happen to have a TENS device. Perhaps it come in handy one day.
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Sanderella59
Joined On 1/20/2016 3:43:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have no faith today that anything will be done during a Nuremberg 2.0 as much as I wish it would. The American Judges sitting

on the bench during the real Medical Nuremberg trials gave IG Farben/Bayer very lenient sentences when not letting most go

scott-free for experimenting their 'products' on millions of Nazi prisoners. Auschwitz was built for IG Farben so they had access

to limitless test subjects. They were going to name Auschwitz 'IG Auschwitz'. It was business, a Snancial arrangement between

Hitler & corporations. It's also reported that the Red Cross was well aware of Hitlers death camps across Europe and chose to not

intervene because it's all business, a Snancial arrangement.

Dr. Peter Hayes: "German Corporate Complicity in the Holocaust" - https://youtu.be/YewAXI6n_9A   White Collar Crimes Against

Humanity: IG Farben Auschwitz, My Father's Company - https://youtu.be/VJjYGVhfp40  -  I have no faith that anything will ever be

done because it looks to me like they're all working together. The medical cartel/bankers runs this world. And they no longer

need to use barbed wire fencing & brutal SS Guards to corral 'victims' in which to test their 'products' on anymore when effective

propaganda is working just Sne. The propaganda's so effective parents are even willing to sacriSce their own children up to big

pharma so they can proSt.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We know why.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How anyone does not see why are lost in the mass psychosis formation
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, our side effects and death results are often ignored. Maybe all of this will lead to a retaking of our own health. And yes, once you

“need” any drug you are dismissed as weak of mind also. The perfect excuse to ignore a patient’s concerns.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lots of distraction this week.  Then this comes out about dna 'antenna's:  www.sciencedaily.com/.../220110103320.htm  - And we learn

about ebola in China...which supposedly comes from animal meat & not a Ft. Detrick/China col- lab-oration via Sierra Leone, so here we

go with the Great Reset garbage ....cow farts & ebola, gotta go dependent on patented 'miracle meat' by the same folks who brought us

patented covid and covid shots?  Good grief.   No wonder the Lord's gonna blast this mess.
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stanley2
Joined On 4/12/2011 3:43:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How long did it take PSzer-BioNTech to give da fda da datur?  Did it take 55 years?
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hallelujah, for the Peaceful March in D.C., and across the world!!!
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Sanderella59
Joined On 1/20/2016 3:43:21 PM
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The Srst 500 pages PSzer vaccine adverse events: Here they are: https://phmpt.org/   This may be from the same 500 pages of PSzer

vaccine adverse events (I’ve read so many of them, I’m not sure but the link is included.): Neurological AESIs (including - Number of

cases: 501 (1.2% of the total PM dataset), of which 365 medically conSrmed and 136 non-medically conSrmed. Number of relevant

events: 542, of which 515 serious, 27 non serious. Most frequently reported relevant PTs (˃2 occurrences) included:

Seizure (204), Epilepsy (83), Generalised tonic-clonic seizure (33), Guillain-Barre syndrome (24), Fibromyalgia and Trigeminal neuralgia

(17 each), Febrile convulsion, (15), Status epilepticus (12), Aura and Myelitis transverse (11 each), Multiple sclerosis relapse and Optic

neuritis (10 each), Petit mal epilepsy and Tonic convulsion (9 each), Ataxia (8), Encephalopathy and Tonic clonic movements (7 each),

Foaming at mouth (5), Multiple sclerosis, Narcolepsy and Partial seizures (4 each), Bad sensation, Demyelination, Meningitis, Postictal

state, Seizure like phenomena and Tongue biting (3 each); Conclusion: This cumulative case review does not raise new safety issues.

Surveillance will continue.’ If this doesn’t raise concern I don’t know what will. As much as PSzer is known for manipulating clinical trial

data I can only imagine how far off their numbers really are.

www.scribd.com/document/543857539/CUMULATIVE-ANALYSIS-OF-POST-AUTHORIZ..
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the Slm "12 Monkeys", there is no one left above ground in Philadelphia almost 50 years after the intentional release of a pandemic

virus. The few people remaining live underground in sewers under the draconian control of a "Permanent Emergency Code" and a geeky

oligarchy of scientists, while the wild descendants of animals escaped from the Philadelphia Zoo roam the ruined streets. This is

clearly what the modern-day successors of the masterminds of medical experimentation and terror who ran IG Farben in Nazi Germany,

which has now been reconstituted in America as IG PSzer, have in mind for a 21st-century holocaust.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Predictive Programming". There is a lot of it!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watched that movie again a few days ago...made me squirm a bit seeing how it relates to what is going on today in reality. Yes its

a movie, but like the movie Idiocracy there are notions so eerily exact to what we are feeling today in our lives  for certain!
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Chimonger
Joined On 2/6/2008 10:00:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Fascist Totalitarianism is threatening The State. The Gov. & his cronies, are threatening all here.  Other leaders already compromised

their ethics. Right.On.Schedule.  They could care less about medical reasons, nor any other reason, for anyone to not get the

vituperative gene ¥axs.  They don’t care about factual data that fails to support egcacy, nor factual data showing more are being

harmed than helped.  They do not care that the germ theory was ^awed foundations for industries.  ProSts at any cost, is the goal. The

puppets are paid too well by PharmaChem, to refuse their bidding.  They don’t care it it’s your Parent, your grandparent, or you, or

anyone else who should not have them, they’d rather cause us more harm than good.  ..”for your safety, beneSt, & security”.  You there!  

You, who have spoken angry, ugly accusations & threats to those at disadvantage!  You have helped bring this!  You who seriously

believe these should be given by force, or, force people into unsafe & militaristic quarantine, removing them from their lives to destroy

their lives… Guess who they will come for next?  But there won’t be anyone left to speak up.  Charming, snide or funny jokes are over.

You feeling righteously angry at those who refuse, & watch as the troops remove us from our homes; …they WILL come for you too, no

matter how much or for what you comply.  They WILL come for you, too… If their poisons & experiments don’t do it Srst, they WILL Snd

other ways to come for you, too.  History IS repeating itself, on a far larger stage.  Is it any wonder?   You let them in…”for your safety”,
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other ways to come for you, too.  History IS repeating itself, on a far larger stage.  Is it any wonder?   You let them in…”for your safety”,

“for your security”, to salve your fears… …at the expense of billions of human beings, who happen to be different that you.  They WILL

Snd reasons to come for you, too!”  Permission to repost.
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So professionals just go along .... until somebody comes along who points out the main things...then those who are more on the honest

side - like this guy - says I should not given out this jab - but some others on the money side would not give a dam.
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Literally, not feeding the beast... news out of WA DC: www.foxnews.com/.../shoppers-astounded-empty-shelves
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I live in Reston, Va., a DC suburb. the big chain groceries have shortages of particular products. At Giant Food today, there were

no eggs at 4 pm. Signs posted on other scarce product shelves mention "supply chain" problems.
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CMT... Any idea why no deliveries to WA DC?  Is it due to weather or some other problem? While I only half joke about a truckers

strike to the DC area, I am aware that there are problems in other parts of the country.  An Oregon distributor is recalling 28,000

pounds of ground beef due to E. coli. BREAKING: Massive Ground Beef RECALL Across America And It's DEADLY- Here's What We

Know (americasfreedomSghters.com) Are these food shortages contrived or is the system totally collapsing before our eyes?  

If I wanted to kill a lot of people, without being blamed, I think I would make sure they stayed locked down indoors and did not eat

enough live and wholesome foods.  That would start the fall of the dominos. It is not going to improve until the entire food

production system collapses or until farmers get more of what they need—feed, starter animals, fertilizer, equipment and

replacement parts, getting products to market in a timely manner, etc. And it has to be at a cost they can afford. At least meat

should not be a concern of ours. It is a good year to expand your garden. I will start another posting and share a recipe, as I

promised I will sometimes do… keep reading.
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"MACARONI AND CHEESE"   ;-)  Hubby says this is better than mac&cheese.  This is a recipe for nights when you absolutely must

make a comforting home-cooked meal, but do not feel very inspired to do so.  You can use it with a spaghetti sauce or the chili

sauce recipe with chunks of tomato, pepper, onion, etc.—you will Snd the recipe in most (Ball or Kerr) canning books.  However, I

very much prefer a squash sauce.

Make an extra large recipe of squash soup so you can have leftovers.  Make it extra thick and make sure to include miso and/or

brewer’s yeast to give it a salty-sweet taste like bacon (miso) or a more cheesy taste (BY).  The herbs I use to ^avor squash soup

are thyme, curry and paprika.  I blend my own curry spice and consider it superior to store bought.  There are recipes for that

online.

You can make a whole recipe of the pasta, make a half recipe or double it. Lay pasta out on a clean dish towel, not touching. I

need to wash my hands halfway thru if I do not oil my hands to handle the dough. My “shells and cheese” is much easier on a

night when I do not want to fuss making lasagna from scratch, noodles and all.  This takes a bit of time, but it is “chimpanzee

work”.  I made pasta fresh before supper tonight, but it is much better if you can let it air dry for a few hours or more. I have had

success with gluten-free or keto ^ours.  I think the cauli^ower ^our blend would also work?  However, if you are using an

“alternative ^our”, please watch it carefully so you remove your pasta at the ‘al dente’ stage—at least before it melts away and

breaks up.  

Ingredients: Combine 2 cups of ^our \ 1 t. salt \1-2 beaten egg(s), as you prefer \ Only enough water to form a very stiff dough ...

Pinch off pieces, anywhere from larger than the size of a pea to that of a hazelnut.  Roll each into a smooth ball and ^atten or

shape around your thumb like a shell or half sphere.  -continued-
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-continued-   (recipe)  Drop pasta into boiling water and stir gently with a long-handled spatula so they do not stick to the bottom

of 2-gallon kettle.  Once they start to ^oat, they are Sne. Cook until done.  Remove to wide ^at soup bowls with a slotted spoon.

 Pour the sauce over the pasta.  You may want to sprinkle cheese over marinara sauce.  I like a bit of paprika sprinkled over

squash sauce.
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A Washington Post article cites an amicus brief Sled in the Supreme Court review of mandates.

www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/01/08/sotomayors-false-claim-that..   The brief contains recent data showing that the

COVID-19 infection rate in vaccinated people 90 or more days after their most recent injection is slightly higher than the infection rate in

unvaccinated people.  This is true in data from Denmark, Germany, the U.K., Ontario, and CDC.

www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/21/21A244/207571/20220106153204637_2201..
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I appreciate the responses to the question of how to disable the "vaccines," but so far these all apply to individuals who had the

injections, not to individuals who have breathed in whatever is emitted from the breath of recently "vaccinated" individuals. Any

suggestions for people who have tried to be safe by avoiding the injections, but didn't know they were getting secondarily "vaccinated"

until it was too late and have had symptoms?
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Yes. Take your neutraceuticals...Vit D, C, NAC, AC-11, Zinc, Quercetin, Aspirin, and a good multivitamin. Get Ivermectin. Get a

nebulizer, get betadine and do a weekly nasal wash. It's all been spelled out on this site (It should be on doc's substack.) Get the

AAPS ptotocol from their website. Get rid of co-morbidities you can. Losing weight and eating real food instead of the *** Big

Food wants you to eat. Meat, dairy, eggs. pork, poultry. Exercise...walking is great and you can listen to audiobooks and doc's

podcasts. Any questions?
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Health Hopes:  I got from a double vaxed person the co vida...I guess the delta variant as it is quite bad. I tried my best to follow

the Front line doctors advices - with tweaks as I cannot take so much from curcumin as it drives my anyway high blood pressure

higher than good. Also it is digcult here to get quercetin - impossible to get Nac in my state - & simply impossible to get

ivermectin as it is prohibited in this country - but are permitted and advised the murderer jabs. I believe I would have expired

without medication if I did not get some medicine from a friend. Follow the Front Line doctors - with little tweaks if necessary -

but theirs is a life saver.
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Many here might be interested in the March on Washington to defeat mandates on January 23:  defeatthemandatesdc.com
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where is the link to the video in the article?  No, it is not the Youtube link in the Sources list.
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you do realize there are 12 ways to neutralize the vaccine after the blackmailed injection?
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It would be helpful to have a list of them. Can you provide a list or links?
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Please let us know what they are. Thanks.
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This is a great place to list those, if you are serious.  People need to know those right now; governors & legislators are falling like

dominos to PharmaChem’s bribes & coercion, passing mandates.  This very day, it’s up for vote in WA State, US.  NB & others

already fallen.  Australia’s already locking up the unvaxd.  It’s about to happen here. Are you waiting to sell it at a premium price?
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Because the sentence against an evil deed is not executed speedily, the heart of the children of man is fully set to do evil. - Ecc 8:11

There is is. It's called 'free will' ... impossible w/ 'evolution', of course.
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Methods to disable the vaccine after injection. Use within seconds after injection or soon as possible. ultrasonic cavitation, plasma ball,

tens unit, high voltage sparks from a gas igniter, extreme heating of the region using  a hair dryer , using a vacuum to suck the liquid out

, using ozone bagging for trans dermal ozone to oxidize it, vit d3 , ivermectin, high frequency electric and magnetic Selds, and sucking

the thing out by your spouse after insertion or syringe just like in the movies. sucking it and spitting although some women like to

swallow.
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If the poison in the jab enters a blood vessel it will quickly reach vital organs in the body and no longer be contained just within

the muscle as the manufacturers claim it does.  What use then these supposed counter remedies?
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I don't understand why the hysteria for methods to treat the ^u or cold. But I do Snd it miraculous that the common ^u has been

totally eradicated off the face of the earth and we never hear of it anymore. They seem to have pulled a pharmaceutical trick by

just re-naming & re-packaging something as they do with the neurotoxic psychiatric drugs to fool the masses.  Nor I do

understand why someone would be willing to inject themselves without any knowledge of what they're injecting into themselves.

That's like sitting around with a bunch of heroin addicts (I have only compassion for them as my son is a heroin addict) and

taking turns injecting themselves with no knowledge of purity of the heroin in which they're injecting. Many heroin addicts die

this way or at least ^at-line as my son has many times.

These 'vaccines' are Russian roulette.  May God have mercy on those harmed because as a psychiatric drug survivor we're all too

familiar with being blamed, shamed, ignored and left to fend for ourselves when reporting our psych drug adverse effects, they

leave us to die at home alone, and now they're doing the same to the vaccine harmed: blamed, shamed, ignored and left to fend

for themselves and even die. What the hell kind of a world are we really living in? It's so evil it deSes words. Dr. David Healy backs

up why our adverse events are rarely, if ever, taken serious by the FDA. The Perfect Killing Machine -

https://youtu.be/2RnPN0pAbX8
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Really, esecallous?  How old are you, 13?  I think we can guess what other reading material you 'study'.
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How about:  Day prior & at least 1 to 2 hours pre-shot, pre-dose with high-dose Vit. C+bio^avonoids, & high-dose D3+K2, &

Kelp/iodine?   Can eat minced, aired garlic + avocado daily X few weeks, & take turmeric daily, to hope to prevent blood clots.

 Can have Crataegus tincture on hand, in case of chest pains. Be regularly taking digestive enzymes to help foods digest, & Chios

Mastiha against infections & help digestion, so nutrients aren’t so easily blocked…TUDCO helps break down Sbrinogen deposits

that collect body-wide…which MIGHT be what is causing post-vax blood clots.

Maybe, wearing a strong magnet arm band if the site is there, or, be prepared to securely tape strong magnets over the vac site,

immediately after it goes in?  That MIGHT disrupt the metal tracking particles reputed to be in vac.   Can be wearing neodymium

magnet bracelets on wrists & ankles, & wear a magnetic neck band, while getting shot, & slap more on the site, after.  It might do

something to prevent heavy metal nano particles from circulating. Can drink a 4-pack of single-serve bottles of simple quinine

Szzy water, instead of frantically searching for scarce ivermectin, before the shot, & after.  

Heat to the site will increase circulation to the site, spreading it faster…heat can kill germs, but, won’t do squat to stop gene

modiScation.  Who the heck has Ultrasound cavitation equipment?  What would that do?  Or Ozone to bag?  Or a gas igniter?  Or a

plasma ball? You’d have to be doing it at same time as the shot goes in…good luck with that!  Seriously?  Sophomoric

humor?…suck it out like venom? Ye dafte?…You’d have to do a cross-cut, through skin into muscle, to suck-out the vax, & would

not get it all-& it’d be in mouth; wait to home, is too late. As far as I know, it’s an I.M. shot.  These things are UNlike previous

vaxxes. It’s gene modiScation & tracking. Each successive vax, compounds the strength of it. That’s why they insist on so many

repeats. & toxics.
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